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Abstract
A summary is given of lectures and discussions held at the institut e
and a few general conclusi.nns made .
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Microprogramming: is a technique for designing and implementing the control
section of a data processinq system as a seque nce of control signals that
will interpret fixed or dync~ically changeable system architecture(s). The
control signals which represent the state s of the computer and the orderly
transition betwe en state::: are organised on a word basis and are stored in a
fixed or dynamically changeable control storage.
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Outline
Formal lectures were given by the following people:
F. Anceau
I. Flo-r:-es
M.J. Flynn
G. Gerace
G. Hoff
S.S. Husson
T. !to
R. ~:clure
J. May
L.L. Rakoczi
Mme. A. Recoque
R.F. Rosin
Tasso
S. Tucker

Microprogrammed System for Task Management.
User Microprogramming.
Dynamic Microprogramming.
Equivalent Models and Comparison of Microprogrammed
Systems
Design of Micrcprogrammed Control for General Purpos e
Proces;;ors
Principles of Microprog~arnrning .
A t!-ieory of .formal Microprogramming.
Parallelism in Microprogrammed Controls.
Design of an Emulator for Computer Systems Research
Microprogramming the MLP-900 .
Mitra - 15.
An Environment for Research in Microprogramming and
Emulation.
A Cache Memory for Microprograms.
Emulation Techniques.

The opening session was given by S.S. Husson. Except for L.L. Rakoczi
the lecture s largely followed the printed notes, copies of which may be
studied at ICL, Stevenage (J. May) or Q1_1een Mary College (J .K. Broadbent) .
In addition to the lectures there were some more informal sessions
("round tables") devoted to topics requested by the conference delegates.
The subjects covered included:
LSI
Multiple minicomputer systems
Multiple parallel microprocessors
High level lanquages for microprogramming
Display proces s ors
General purpose emulators
Microprogrruwning of operating ~y.:::>\..t:::J.llb
...... ,.....&.. - - - -
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2.

Lec t ures

2.1

Anceau (Grenoble)
The main part of this lecture was devoted to the explication of an
enhancement to Dijkstra ' s P and V semaphore operations to synchronise
a hierarchy of processes at several levels.
Main l evels

(1 ) ex ecutable process (programs)
( 2) processors
(3) ,processors of processors
(4 ) hardware (lowest level)

synch . primitive~
P, V
µP , µV
nP, nV

Associated with each semapho,: e, s, is a buffer for holding either
parameters, q, (i. e . one per task) or contexts , c , (essentially the
sta+:e vector) of processes , depe11ding on the state of the semaphore .
The V operation (V(s , q) ) either adds a task parameter to the buffer
or passes it to a waiting process .
The P operation either causes a
process to susrend or accept a new task .
Some processes may be consid e red as processors for the next higher l evel .
So whe n a proc es s is suspended or activated its processor and the process e
for wi1ich it is a processor must be dealt with appropriately.
In particular a task parameter may be considered as a process context for the
next higher level . The P and V operatcrs ther efo re span two levels.
V. (S. , C.
) may also imply V. l (S. l ' C. ) and P . (S.) may also imply
l
l ,
1+ 1
11l
l
l
P.
(S.
) , thus forming a tree structure whose leaves are sEmaphores
1- 1
1- 1
for synchronising processes at a given level and whose nodes are
semaphores controlling the "scheduling-dispatching " between levels .

Quotes
(1 )

(2)

2 .2

" Processes are not dynamical l y created or de l eted" .
" There is no indivisibility problem because there is
o nly 1 processor really running (at a given ·instant )
which decides when it can be switched to another process."

Fl ores (? )
Initially a lot of publicity for Flores ' s 13 (?) books , then some
remarks about user's microcoding t r-eir own extensions to a standard
machine code.
No hard copy was rriade available for this lecture .

2.3

Flynn (John Hopkins University)
Def:
Dynam ic Microprogramming is the use of dynamically alterable storag e
(comparable read and write p e rfonnance) to perform the combinatorial and
sequential decoding functions of machine control .

Flynn i~; concerned tha t if machines are to be desi3n e d with "fast" writeable
storag e then that storage should be a re source dir2ctly available to the
prograrrm1er.
In general all hardware resources where possible should be: --

1)
2)
3)

4)

Visible
partitionable
capable of simultaneous management
efficiently utilised.

3) for example, implies a J.ong microinstruction word to control in parall el
the flo w of data to different r esources.
In a conventional second generation machine nany processor cycles are
taken tc fetch and d ec ode an instruction and to fetch its operano. s .
This means that the exec utio n phase should itself be several cycles
in order to justify the preceding w·0rk. On the other hand , if
instructions and operands reside in "fa s t" storage whose access time
is comparable to the processor cycle time th e efficient approach is to
design the machine orders to be as primitive as possible.
It does not yet seem to be clear:

1)
2)

3)
4)

2.4

who is going to use this primitive level of
contr.ol;
whether high l evel l ar..g uages can be corn.piled
to his proposed order codes more efficiently
than conventional machine cod e s;
what will be the effect on a total system ;
or even whether Flynn's work is dir ec ted to
answering problems (1) - (3).

Gerace (Pisa)
A digital system can be divided into a control part (CP) and an
operational part (OP ). The t enns phrase structured (p s ) and microinstruction structured (ms) languages for microprogramming wer.e defined
ar.d the relationships wi th Mealy and Moore automaton for the CP an~ OP
explored. Using these models methods of comparing microcoded digi tal
systems ~ere developed and comparisons made both between microcoded digital systens and with non microcoded ones .

2.5

Hoff (Honeyeell)
Much of Dr. Hoff's lecture was in fact devoted to various techniques for
reducing the word size n eeded for a microinstruction , i.e . optimising the
bit dimension. A distinction is made between explicitly and implicitly
mutually exclusive commands . Commands are explicitly exclusive when
the re is a hardware restricti~.m preventing their simultaneity. On the
other hand, corrunancl::cire implicitly exc lusive when it is believed that there
is no existing requiremen~ for their concurrent execution. Thus both in
the case of encoding implicitly mutua lly exclusive commands within the same
field and when utilising a microins~ruction field for different purposes
(e.g. a constant or special control) i~ is impor tant that restrictions are
not imposed which will effect the subsequent generality and flexibility of
the microcode.

2.6

Ito

(Mi tsubi shi )

The relationships l:.ietween microprogr a ms , Glushkov' s "r egular " micropr0gra.I;-i s,
autorr.aton diagrams, recursive and linear recursive microprograms are
explained and axiom systems for microprograms developed.
There exists an algorithm for converting microprograms into regular
microprogram s . There are also algorithms for conv e rting a<1tomaton
diagrams to regular microprograms and vic e versa.
Theorem:
The re is a decision procedure for d e ter.:-,ining if two regular
microprograms are strongly equivalent (i.e . equivalent under all interpretations).
Theorem: There is a decision procedure for determining if a regular
microprogram is well defined for evezy interpretation (i.e. terminat es) .
The second theorem also holds for recursive microprogram but the f :.rst
is an "open problem".

Quote
"Within our fl:amework the correctness of microprograms may be proved since
the notion of correctness of programs can be stated within the equivalence
theory of programs . "

2.7

Husson (IBM)
The introductcry lecture and largely extracted from his book
"Mic~oprogramming: Princ.i.ples and Practice " with comparisons of
Wilkes ' sproposals, System/360, RCA Spectra 70/45 and Honeywell H4200 ·
The following terms arc ~quivalent when describing a microinstruction
word forma t.
minimally decoded
minimally encoded
horizonta l
and the opposites similarly
highly decoded
highly encoded
•:ertical

2.8

Mclure (Te l par)
Made a seven point distinction between "long" and "short" ;..ro rd microprogramm ing similar in effect to that between horizontal and vertical
formats.
How can the parallelism in use of hardware resources achieved by
conventional CPUs be achieved in microcoded processors? By having
two controls, one for instruction fetch , decode and operand fetch and
one for instructiqn exec ution. Unc'er an ARPA contract the Scientific
Control 6700 processor was designed with three controls, the third
having responsibility for address mapping, task s~;apping and I/O
supervision.

2.9

May (ICL)
Justification for a general purpose emulator in a research environment
and the qualities required by such a machine were given. A processor,
microass embly J.anguage and I/0 con+-.rol mechanisms developed to meet
tho se requirements werethen descriDed.
In the processor th e.ce is "highway exchange " of 6 8 - bit wide highways
b e tween the registers, scratch pad, I/0 multiplexors and the ALUs, the
latter also being 8 bits wide .

2.10 Rakoczi (SCC)
The MLP-900 is shortly to be delivered to the RAND corporation.
It will
be linked to a controlling PDP-1 0 and will, as part of the ARPA network,
provide a gen era l purpose emulation facility to users of the netwo rk.
RAND will be making further enha,1cements to the pr.ocessor , in particular
the ability to select one of 16 (at present only~) languag e boards.
The lecturer explained the uses sec had made of microprogramming, rather
than giving detail e d descriptions of the company ' s processors .
In
particular a time sharing system utilising twin IC 7000 proce ssors to
emulate IBM 1130s was described . The system can accomodate up to 32
us ers each of whom appears to have an IBM 1130 complete with IBM software
at his dispos a l.
A free IC6000E processor was offered to any university department prepared
to write some microprograms for sec .

2.11 Mme. Recoque (CII)

The MITRA-15 is a small microprogrammable processor designe d for real time
applications.
It has a 16 bit read only control memory of either 512 or
1024 words. The microfunction occupied a 5 bit field and is us ed to index
a second ROM 48 bits wide which defines the microfunctions. No particular
machine order code is presumed in the design of the microinstruction set,
resulting in a flexibility a~ the microprogram l evel unusual for small
processors.

2 .12

Rosin (SUNY)
A research group directed by Professor Rosin has spent some time

surveying currently available microprogrammable processors with the
hope of finding one suitable for use in a university project investigatin9 various aspects of microprograr.-,rni~g. N::::i,e w.::.s fo~r,d.
However in response to an invitation to tender ba.sed on the experience
gained during the survey , two proposals were received. The one accepted
was from NaP.: ::idata Corporation and it is expected that the machine, known
as QM-1 , will be delivered later this year.
QM-1 has two levels of microprogramming. The second level
(nanoprogramming) us es a horizontal word format of 342 bits . Both
stores are writeable.
Special 5 bit registers are used to determine
the gating of registers to buses, and emulator dependant settings of
these registers may themselves be preserved in register storage to allow
fast swapping between emulators.
Nanodata hope to sell QM-1 to other interested research groups. Ros in
intends to U3e it for work on high level language support, emulation and
special arithmetic, vector and matrix operations, but this research is
still in its early stages .

Quote:
"The project the n undertook a multifaceted research program, the stru8ture
of which allows crossfertilization of concepts." (!)

2.13

Tasso (CII)
Work was reported about simulation studies on the use of a cache
memory for microprogram subroutines . The subroutines were taken
to be a fixed eight wordslong but t he cache size was varied . Ob j ect
code for three types of program was used but swapping between programs
had little overall effect on the high hit rates for subroutines in the
cache. For example with a cache of 32 x 8 words 99 .6% of the microroutines were present when needed.

2.14

Tucker (IBM)
The differences between "translation" and " execution " were explained
and the term emulato r defined as "an efficient executi ng mechanism for
machin e l evel languages which a re run on machines designed primarily
for the execution of another " machine language" . Some problems of
emulation (e.g. handling of I/0 errors ) encouutered in supporting old
IBM processors on their newer hardwa re . were described and justification
made for the decisions taken.
BIBUOTHUK MATHF.MATISCH CENTRUM
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3.

Round tables
Only tho se discussion groups attended by the author are reported. Many
parallel sessions were held, and of course different opinions may have
bee~ expressed at other sessions.

3.1

High l evel languages for micro programming
It was agreed that many of the argume~ts in favour of high leve l languages
applied also to microprogramming languag2s e.g. security, impleme ntation
speed , docume ntation, orderly control mechanism, and nobody want ed to cod e
in binary. However it was also recognised that e-. e object code efl:iciency
was of much greater importance in microprograms than any conve ntio.na l
program.
Mention was.made of a compi ling system for microprograms to whic h one
could specify the structure of the microprocessor for which programs
were b eing writte~ . This technique did not proviue portability of
microprograms .

3.2

Multiple minicomputer systems
C. Ravi from Berkeley described the MCS project based on several id e ntical
Digital Scientific Meta 4 Processors. The design aim is that a single
hardware failure or software failure or conjunction of one hardware and
software failui:-e should not. cause a to tal systen failu re, only d egrada tion
of performance .
In such a situation on a f ully load ed system some users
will be told to go away temporar :i.ly .
Apparently the company responsib le for the time E"haring system described
in Sept. 70 of Data Processing , also using several Meta 4s , has folded .

J. Mermet of Grenoble University is also believed to have a r esearch
contract to investigate such systems but no information was fort hcoming
at this di sc ussion.

3.3

Multiple microprocessors
This session was devoted to the wo rk of J. Levy from SLAC. He i s
investigating the possibilities of "forking" of microprograms , i. e . the
generation of submicroprocesses on separate microprocessors for execution
of a particular microroutine . A simulator i s in operation for up to 15
microproc essors sharing a common control memory and the implementa t ion
of a f ew machine orders i s being studied .
In a real implementation each
proce ssor would have its own control memory .
ThP. work is still in its early stages and it would seem unlikely that at
the present level of effort (Levy alone) any useful results will emerge
in.the near future.

3.4

LSI
This session was effectively a l ecture by R. Mclure based on some
Texas Instruments slides and notes.
The levels of integration are classified as
small scale
medium scale
large scale

< 12
12 - 100
over 100

gates per package
gates per package
gates per packag2

There is also a classification by function between memory (rep2tition of
simple cells) and logic.
The real gain in LSI is from the increase in complexity of connections
on a chip , i.e. larger functional units. Packaoes need only work as
functional units and the fewer the number of functiona l units the less
are the problems of compatibility when making connections.
As an example of curre nt prices, the electronics for a 12 digit desk
cal~ulator costs only $40.

3.5

General Purpose Emulators
The main topics discussed were:(i) bit addressing of CPU registers by microinstructions
(ii) I/0 handling
The cost of (i) was considered prohibitively expensive,involvin0 too
many l evels of logic, unless limite d to very few registers.
It was
agreed that I/0 errors during emulation could only be passed to the
targ et machine when an equivalent er ror state exists in the target
machine definition.
It was considered that most errors could be dealt
with by the host thus presenting the target machine with either clean
transf ers or catast~ophes.

4.

Miscellaneous

(1)

At the University of Jerusalem, A. Tritte.r is putting a pagiHg and
segmentation mechanism onto a small machine for us e as a high level
front-end processor.

(2)

Mitsubishi have a budget of one billion dollars over 8 years
(r eviewed in 2 years time) for research and d eve lopment into
th.eir new range .
The work is on a ll aspects of computer systems but of particular
interest is the emphasis on formal theory and pattern recognition.
It i s expected that the multiple microcoded minicomputer philosophy
will be adopted .

( 3)

At IRIA in Paris a project has r ecently started whose eventual
goal is a microprogrammed implementation of APL .

(4)

A joint project between D.

Le•,1in (Southampton and Brunel) and
G. Boulaye (Grenoble) has recently been created to design and
build an associat iv e processor .

S.

Conclusions
Microprogrammjng is at an interesting stage of d eve lopment. The principle
p:i.st users of microprogramming have been computer manufacturers , notably
IBM, but at the machine code level th eir products are not particularl y
dist inc t in the faci lities offered .
The availability of machines lik e
MLP-900, El and QM -1 must in due course be a s timu lu s to development and
rethinking of the proct~ses of translation and execution .
However little
new has emerged so far .
Inde~~ the idea of microprogramming high l evel
languages is several years old , but if that approach is to be useful s uch
dev eloµnents must be integrated into a_t'~lication oriented systems . Clearly
writeable control stores and the aids to ~lexibility and generality providec
by the above processors will be a help. Unfortunately such processors are
develo ped in res_0)nse to particular research needs and are too costly in
compari son with conventional machines for them t o be cost effective in an
application environment .
In addition to manufacturers there are now a number of univer s ity res ea rc h
c;roups interested in microprogramming .
It is not yet clear whether s11ch a
leve l of control is merely a convenient interface for systems researci1 , or
wheth er any les sons can be learnt about the design of marketable processors.
Approa ching the subject from a t echnological point of view a thousand gates
on a chip will b e feasible in a f ew years time . Alr eady B~rroughs are
designin g a compu ter on four chips .
Given such d e velopmenLs it i s li kely
that the compone nt manufacturers could produce processors on a chip. Of
course, as usual with LSI , a lar ge market would be necessary to justify
creating the masks for such chips . The u se of writeable control memories
would then be a way of specialising these processing elements .
Whilst the
cost of lint<ing chips is high in compar ison wj_th the chip cosi:. the multiple
processor-on- a-chip system cannot be at a disadvantage on those grounds
a lon e tG a syst em mi:iking more conve:.1 tional us e of LSI ,
In either case
microprogramming appears to be a method of achieving the regularity in
design required for ex~loitation of LSI.
It is also worth noting that whi l e some people see microprogramming as
a way of reducing the number of hardware and software interface levels
requir ed in an applied system there are others busy introducing lower
level s of microprogramming .
Finally, many of the problems. and ideas now being discussed in relation
to microprogramming have been well discussed at other levels , e . g. formal
theory, partitioning of control stores , microassemblers , high level
languag Ps for microprogramming, cache mi cromemori2s . Such discussions
often t r,nd to subconsciously emphasise the similarities between micro programming and programm ing rather than encouraging thouglt.about the
differences.
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